Let G be a locally compact group and let n be an irreducible unitary representation of G (by unitary representation we always mean a strongly continuous unitary representation) such that the image of the C*-hull C*(G) of LI(G) under rc contains the compact operators. Then n(LI(G)) "almost never" contains all compact operators but it is natural to ask whether it contains at least one nontrivial compact operator or, even better, operator of finite rank (and, consequently, a rank one projection). In this generality the answer is negative as was shown by Guichardet, pp. 65/66 in [9,1. But one may restrict the questions to "nice" classes of type I groups (where the assumption made on n is automatically satisfied). Up to my knowledge, for connected Lie groups of type I no counterexample is known. To the contrary, there are positive results. Dixmier has proved in I'8,1 that rt(LI(G)) contains finite rank operators for all irreducible unitary representations n of a nilpotent Lie group G. The same is true for semisimple Lie groups. Moreover, for solvable Lie groups G Charbonnel has shown, [7-1, that n(LI(G)) (even n(~(G)) contains (generalized) trace class operators for all normal factor representations of G which implies that n(LI(G)) contains compact operators for all irreducible unitary representations n of a solvable Lie group G of type I. It is the purpose of this article to add another positive result, namely to prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Let G be an exponential Lie group and let ~ be an irreducible unitary representation of G. Then n(LI(G)) contains a projection of rank one.
The paper consists of two parts. In the first part we introduce some notations and prove three lemmata which are of some independent interest. In the second part we give the proof of the theorem. Meanwhile, this theorem was also proved by Ludwig in his unpublished manuscript "Operators with smooth kernels and irreducible representations of a solvable Lie group". Ludwig's construction is more explicit than mine what may have some advantages. At a crucial point of my proof operators of finite rank are constructed by using the symmetry of a certain algebra. I will shortly introduce the concept of symmetry and explain the relation to finite rank operators. In fact, I got interested in the existence of finite rank operators by asking for the symmetry of group algebras of exponential Lie 0025-5831/82/0259/0371/$02.60 groups, and in some sense the present article may be considered as an appendix or continuation of my paper [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Recall that an involutive Banach algebra A is called symmetric if elements of the form a'a, at A, have a real non-negative spectrum. This is, by the theorem of Shirali and Ford, equivalent to the fact that hermitean elements in A have a real spectrum. Another useful equivalent characterization is the following, see e.g. 1-11]: For every simple (left) A-module E there exists an irreducible involutive representation n of A in an Hilbert space Jf and an A-linear embedding E~Jr ~. From this characterization one deduces very easily (see also p. 311 in [13] ) the following: If a is an hermitean element in the symmetric algebra A and 2 is a nonzero (real) number in the spectrum of a then there exists an irreducible involutive representation n of A in the Hilbert space ~ and a non-zero ~ in ~ with n(a}~ =2~. Moreover, (closed involutive) subalgebras and quotients (modulo closed involutive ideals) of symmetric algebras are again symmetric. Concerning finite rank operators there is the following lemma which was already shown in [15] , but for the convenience of the reader we repete its short proof. Proof. Let a be any positive element (i.e. a = b* b, b ~ A) in A with ~(a)~ 0. From the symmetry of A and the uniqueness of n it follows that the spectrum of a in A coincides with the spectrum of the operator n(a). Let 2 be the largest eigenvalue of the positive compact operator n(a), and let F be a small positively oriented circle in the complex plane around 2 such that there is no spectral value of n(a) on F or in the interior of F except 2. We adjoin an identity to A, A': =AOC, and form the integral
-"~l r
It is easy to see that b lies in A and that
re(b) = ~ ~ (re(a)-z)-' dz
ZTtl r is the projection on the 2-eigensapce gcfz of rffa). The algebra ~(bAb) acts irreducibly on the finite-di,nensional space Wz. From Burnside's theorem it follows that n(bAb) contains projections of rank one.
We note (omitting the simple proof) that there is also partial converse of Lemma 1 in the following sense.
Remark. Let A be a simple involutive Banach algebra having precisely one irreducible involutive representation n. If n(A) contains nonzero operators of finite rank then A is symmetric.
Moreover, the existence of finite rank operators in involutive representations of group algebras has consequences for the symmetry (or better: nonsymmetry) of these algebras, see the remark at the end of this article.
In the proof of the theorem I will also use the concept of .-regularity (see [4, 3!) . Let A be an involutive Banach algebra, and let C*(A) be the C*-hull of A. By Priv,(A) (=,-primitive ideals) we denote the space of kernels of irreducible involutive representations of A, equipped with the hull-kernel topology. A is called *-regular if the canonical map Priv,(C*(A))-'Priv,(A) is an homeomorphism. A useful equivalent characterization of *-regularity is the following, see [4] : If tr and z are involutive representations of A and if tr' and z' are the corresponding representations of C*(A) then kertr~kerz implies kera'____kerz'. From this characterization one obtains: If I is a closed involutive ideal in the ,-regular algebra A then I and A/I are *-regular, too. It is known, [4] , that group algebras of groups with polynomially growing Haar measure are *-regular; in particular, this applies to group algebras of nilpotent Lie groups.
Let G be a locall3/compact group, and let A be an involutive Banach algebra. Then we call A an involutive G-algebra if there is given an homomorphic action G x A-,A, (x, a)-'a x, of G on A by isometric involutive isomorphisms such that x~a ~ is a continuous function from G in A for each aeA. If A is an involutive G-algebra then G acts (from the left) on the representations of A by (xr 0 (a) : = n(a ~) and on Priv,(A) by xP : = px-i ; in particular, if P is the kernel of the irreducible involutive representation r~, then kerxTt=xP. The following lemma may be considered as a more subtle (and more technical) version of Lemma 1 ; it will be used to construct a certain symmetric algebra. Proof. First, we claim that if tr and z are irreducible involutive representations of A with kera=Ckerz then tr and z are equivalent. In particular, an irreducible representation is determined by its kernel. Since A is ,-regular the kernel of tr' is contained in the kernel of z' if a' and z' denote the extensions of a and z to the C*-hull C*(A) of A, respectively. Hence z' may be considered as a representation of C*(A)/kertr' which is isomorphic to the algebra of compact operators. Since the latter algebra has precisely one irreducible representation it follows that ~' is equivalent to a', and hence z is equivalent to a.
Let a point Po in X and a (relatively compact) neighborhood U of Po be given. We will construct an q in A with the indicated properties and with q(Po)4= 0, ~ = 0 outside U. Let n 0 be a fixed irreducible unitary representation of A with kern o = Po, and let ~ be the representation space of n o. The quotient algebra A/P o satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1 ; it is symmetric as a quotient of A and it has precisely one irreducible representation by the remark above. Hence we find an ae A such that no(a ) is a projection of rank one, and we may assume that a is positive. From these data one deduces very easily that for e < 1/4 (which we assume from now) and xe W the operator no(a ~) has precisely one spectral (eigen) value in the circle [z-11 < 1/2 in the complex plane and that this eigenvalue has multiplicity (
--1 ! (tp(a)--z)-t dz6 A'v .

Then b is contained in
the rank of no(f ~) is zero or one for all xe G. Moreover, there exist 6 > 0, a compact neighborhood Z of the identity in G, and for x~ Z real numbers ;t~ and projections p~ in ~ (of rank one) with We are going to show that any multiplicative linear functional X on B is of that form (in fact, the Gelfand space /~ is homeomorphic to Z' but we don't use and prove this fact). By the extension property of symmetric algebras (see [13] or [17] ) there exists for the given X an irreducible involutive representation n of A z, and a unit vector r in the space of with n(b)~=x(b)~. Since n is equivalent to zn o for some zeZ we may assume that n = zn o. Then X = X~ is an immediate consequence. For the element 72(f)SeB we find Xz0p(f) 3) = 23 > 6 3, ze Z. But this implies that B has a unit element u (see e.g.p. 84 in [5] ); this element satisfies, of course, the equation (Zno)(u)=Pz for all ze Z. Moreover, lp(f) 3 is invertible in B, there exists an ge A with ~o(gf 3) = u. Finally we choose an h6A with no(hqf3)4=O and/~=0 outside the neighborhood Z' of Po. After all. it is easy to verify that the elements q:= (gf3~.gf3 and p:= qh*hq have the indicated properties.
At the end of the proof of the theorem we will use the following.
Lemma 3. Let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space, let m: V2---~ be a continuous cocycle, and let w : V-~IR be a symmetric continuous weight function, i.e. a continuous function with w(x) >= 1, w(x + y) <_-w(x)w(y) and w(-x) = w[x) for all x, y~ V. Then the Banach space LI(V, m, w)={g: V~ ; g measurable, gw~ LI(V)} with the norm [[g[]~: = [[gw][~ becomes an involutive Banach algebra if we define (g,h) (s) = ~ dtff~(s + t, -t)g(s + t)h(-t) and v g*(s) = m(--s, s)g(-s) .
If ~ is an invoIutive irreducible representation of L I(V, m, w) then the image of contains a projection of rank one.
Proof One verifies very easily that LI(V,m, w) is an involutive Banach algebra. Equivalent cocycles give isomorphic algebras. Hence we may assume that m is of the form m(x,y)=e iu~'y) with an antisymmetric bilinear form # on E The representation u is obtained by integration from an irreducible rfi-projective unitary representation of V which is also denoted by ~, i.e.
~(g) = ~ dtg(t)~(t), V ~x(x)~x(y) = Fn(x, y)~(x + y)
for geLl(V,m,w) and x,y~V.
By the way, it is clear that the image of the unweighted algebra LI(V, m) under contains projections of rank one because L I(V, m) is a quotient of the L 1_algebra of a nilpotent Lie group. In order to show that ~(LI(V, m, w)) contains projections of rank one we will explicitly construct a function p on V (essentially the GauB function) which is integrable against every continuous weight and which is mapped onto a projection of rank one.
Let K be the kernel of the form #, i.e.
K := {x~ V; ~(x, V)=O}= {x~ V; tgV, x)=O}
= {xe V; re(x, V) = 1}.
We choose a vector space complement X to K in V and a direct decomposition of X, X=X~ +X 2, such that tt(Xj, X~)=0. Then the restriction of p gives a nondegenerate pairing/~:X~ xX2-~IIL Moreover we choose a positive definite inner product (,) on X 2. p and (,) give an isomorphism T:X~X 2 defined by (Tx 1, x2)= #(x 1, x2) for x 1 ~X 1, x2~X 2 . And we get an inner product on X1, also denoted by (,), by (x,y):= (Tx, Ty)=p(x, Ty).
For yeK and x~V we have
o~(x) e(y) = ot(x + y) = ct(y + x) = ot(y) ct(x).
Hence ctlK is a unitary character of K, say ;t-By the way, a is uniquely determined by X-This is well known (the Stone-yon Neumann theorem) and can also be deduced from the following-considerations. We let the group X, act on
The function u :X 2 +Px is defined by u(x)= e-<~' ~>, U on X =X x +X 2 is defined by U(x 1 + x2)=(u~l*u)(x2) where the star denotes the convolution in L I(X2) and the function p on V=Xa +X 2 + K is defined by
where ~o:K+(E is any compactly supported continuous function on K with I ~a(k)x(k)dk = 1.
K
We claim that p is contained in L~(V, m, w) and that ~(p) is a projection of rank one (if the measures on X~ and X 2 are suitably normalized). First we compute U more explicitly, this is done in the usual way.
U(x1 '~x2)= I dz blxl(Z)bl(X2--Z) X2
= f dz m2(xl, z)e -<"''-<x2-z'x~-"
= S dzm tx 1,zle X2 -re(x1, x2)e 2-<=='*~> I dz m 2 xl , u(z).
X2
The Fourier transform ~-:LI(Xe)-~C~(XO is defined by
Putting v: = ~-u, we get
In order to compute v we fix a nonzero x in XI and form the function tp :IR+~E, ~p(t)=v(tx). Let Y2 := {yeX= ; #(x,y)=0} and let w: = TxeX 2. Then Y2 +Rw is an orthogonal decomposition of X 2 (with respect to (,)). If we normalize Lebesgue measure on Y2 suitably we get
~p(t) = v(tx) = ~ dy S as m2(tx, y + sw)u(y + sw)
Y2
-oo
= E S ds m2(tx, sw)u(sw) -oo
if we put E= ~ dyu(y).
Y2
For the derivative of ~p we find
lp'(t) = Ei#(x, w) ~ ds 2sm2(tx, sw)u(sw) --el3
or, using integration by parts, oo
_ _ #(x, w) 2 S ds m2(tx, sw)u(sw) lp'(t) = --2t1~ ~ _
But _ ~(X, W) 2 . .
= --2t ~ ~v[t).
the
~(x,w)=~(x, Tx)=(x,x), (w,w)=(Tx, Tx)=(x,x)
and hence
Ip'(t) = -2t(x, x)~p(t).
From this differential equation it follows that there is a constant C with
~v( t) = Ce-<~" x>t2 = v( tx) .
Putting t=0 we see that this constant is independent of x (and positive), putting t = i we find 
dxlp(x)lw(x)< ~ dx~ ~ dx 2 ~ dkl~p(k)l [U(x x + x2)lw(xx)w(x2)w(k)
V Xt X2 K 1 <C'O 2 ~ dx, ~ dx 2 ~ dkw(k)lq~(k)Je -u XI X2 K 1 9
e--~(xt,xD eD(Xt,xl)l/2 eD(x2,x2)l/2 "< O0
In order to show that ct(p) is a projection of rank one we observe that the projective representation a of V gives an irreducible involutive representation of the unweighted algebra LI(X,m), also denoted by 0c The latter algebra is *-isomorphic to the Leptin algebra LI(X1, LI(X2), T) with multiplication XI and involution g*(x)=g(-x) x* where the action ofX 1 on LI(X2) is as above, i.e. ff'(y) = m2(x, y)f(y), xeX l, yeX 2. In fact, the map g~#', #'(xl) (x2)= m(x 1, x2)#(x t +x2), from LI(X,m) onto 
(g,h) (x) = S dyg(x + y)-Y,h(-y)
LI(XI, LI(X2), T) is an isomorphism. The irreducible involutive representation ~t' of LI(XI,LI(X2),T) is defined by a'(g')=e(g) for gs D(X, m).
With these notations we have
Recall that U :Xl~LlO[2) is given by Ux =u~*u. U is an hermitean element and one computes very easily (by applying ~-) that
U,U= U ~ (~u)(y)2dy, Xl
hence U*U = U if the Lebesgue measure on X~ is suitably normalized, and that
U* L I(X1, LI(X2), T)*U =tEU.
From these facts and the irreducibility of ~' it follows that a'(U)=a(p) is a projection of rank one or zero. But it cannot be zero because the algebra LI(Xi,L*(X2), T) is simple, see [12] , Theorem 4.
Proof of the Theorem. The unitary representation theory of exponential Lie groups is very well understood. The set G of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of the exponential Lie group G is in a canonical bijective correspondence with the set of G-orbits (under the coadjoint action) in g*, the real dual of the Lie algebra g of G, see e.g. [12] . In the sequel, I will describe (and use) a somewhat unusual procedure to obtain all the irreducible unitary representations of G.
Let N be the nilradical of G and denote by q~:G~ GIN the quotient morphism.
We start with an irreducible unitary representation z of N. Let G~ be the stabilizer of (the class of) z in /V, G, is known to be a connected group. We choose a 
d(xnx-l)=6(x)-ldn (neN, xeG) we define an action of G on Ll(N) by
a~(n) = 6(x)-i a(xnx-1).
The (not necessarily homomorphic) map T: W~Aut(LI(N)) is defined by T,a = a "~-~). For s, t e W the multiplier P~,, :Lt(N)~LI(N) is defined by (P~. ta) (n) : = a(tr(t)-1 a(s)-1 o(s + t)n) .
J= [I{p~;teG} I]-.
We want to apply Lemma 1 to the algebra LI(W,,J, P, T) in order to get finite rank operators in the image of 7-Since LI(W, J, P, T} has only one irreducible representation (namely the restriction of 7) it remains to show that LI(W, J, P, T) is symmetric. To this end, we choose a lattice W d in W such that the supports of the "Fourier transforms" ~ and (q~t~)F, t~ :X--* U 1/P, are disjoint for PeX all nonzero s in W~. This is possible because X is a simply transitive W-space. By the way, we might have chosen the lattice first and then (p and} q such that the above property is satisfied. Next, I will show that it suffices to prove the symmetry of LI(Wd, J, P, T). (with restricted action and multipliers) by applying Satz 2 in [16] ad (3): Let ~/be any nonzero element in pE. From qp =p it follows that qr/=r/. Since E is simple we have E= Lr/= Lqrl and hence qE =qLq~l =qlq~l. From the fact that p commutes with qlq we get qlq~l c= qlqpE = pqlqE C=pE, and, therefore, qE =qlqrlC=pE for all nonzero r/ in pE. Together with pEZ={~E; q~=~}Z=qE it follows that pE = qE is a closed subspace of E. From all this we deduce that qE is a simple module over the commutative Banach algebra (qlq)-and hence onedimensional. Next, we choose a continuous cross section a: G/H~ G with a(e) = e and a(x-1) =a(x) -1 (the original a:V~H is not longer used) and identify LI(G) with LI(G/H, Lt(H), P, T) in a similar way as we did for LI (H) . From now, we write V for the vector group G/H. The ideal ker~ is stable under P and T. Hence we may form B:=L~(V,A,P,T) which is a quotient of L~(G). We note that n=~| (considered as representation of L 1 (G)), factorizes through L x (G)--* B. Moreover, A is (in a canonical way) contained in the multiplier algebra of B, we have (c.g)(t) =c'~t~g(t) and (g.c)(t)=g(t)c for te V, ccA and geB. We wish to compute the (involutive Banach) subalgebra a.B,a of B. Let g = a.g.a be a element of a*B*a. Then the equation g(t) = a'~t~g(t)a holds for almost all te V, i.e. g(t) is (a.e.) a scalar multiple of f(a(t)). 
'(t) = h(t)f(a(t)).
Then h--*h' is an isometry from the Banach space LI(V, w) onto a*B.a.
By "transport de la structure" LI(V, w) is considered as an involutive Banach algebra. For the multiplication (also written as *) and the involution in LI(V,w) 
one finds (g,h) (s) = ~ dtfft(s + t, -t)g(s + t)h(-t),
a(s + t) a(t)-t) 7(f(a(s + t)) ~-o) 7(f(er (_ t)) = ~(a(s)-1 a(s + t)tr(t)-1)~(a(-0) -1 o ( -, ~) ~(a(s + t))-1 ~o ~(a( _ t))o ( -, ~) ~(~( -t))-1 = < -, r > y(a(s)-1 a(s + t)a(t)-1)}(a(-t))-1 ~)(a(s + t))-1r = < -, ~> {~(~r(s + t))~(a(-t))~(tT(t) tx(s + t)-' a(s)} -t = ( -, ~) {~(a(s + t))~(~(s + t)-I a(s))}-1
= ( -, r {m(s + t, -t)~(a(s))} -1 r = ffa(s + t, -t)y(f(a(s))). Consequently,
(g' ,h') is) = ~ dtg(s + t)h(-t)Fn(s + t, t) f(o'(s)) = (g*h)' (s) .
V
The formula for the involution follows from the equation f(x-1) *x = re(x-1, x)f(x) for x~ G.
From the facts that w is continuous and that Lt(V, w) is a Banach algebra one deduces very easily that w is a weight function on V, i.e. LI(V, w) is an algebra of the type LI(V,,m, w) as considered in Lemma 3. n(a*B*a) annihilates the orthogonal complement of n(a)~gf~ in ~,~F~, and rt gives by restriction an irreducible involutive representation of a,B,a in n(a)~ which is by the way canonically isomorphic to the representation space of 0c Since under the identification of a,B,a with Lx(V,m, w) we may consider zc(a)~f~ as an irreducible LI(V, m, w)-module, Lemma 3 shows that there is an g~ LI(V, m, w) such that n(g') is a projector of rank one in z(a)~r and then also a projector of rank one in ~ which proves the theorem.
We conclude this article with an application of the theorem. Remark. Let G be an exponential Lie group. If LI(G) is symmetric then L~(G) is ,-regular.
This remark was already proved in [15] under an additional hypothesis which was only needed in order to establish the existence of finite rank operators in the image of irreducible unitary representations. The converse of the remark is still open, a partial result is contained in the same paper.
